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"A-BANK No-code development service [A-CODERS] is organized 

into development teams mainly for students and international 

students enrolled in the field of advanced science and technology. 

Started providing the fastest no-code and low-code high-speed 

development services in Japan with various team formations. " 

 

A-BANK Corporation (Maruman Roppongi Building 3F, 3-4-33 

Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo, President: Naohisa Shoji, hereinafter 

referred to as "A-BANK") has created A-CODERS, a development 

service specializing in no-code development, with its members 



consisting of students and international students studying advanced 

science and technology fields in Japan. We provide services to our 

clients at high speed by using the low-code development environment 

without any language barrier. (*Please visit our website at 

https://automatist-bank.ai and click on A-CODERS on the upper 

right) 

By making A-CODERS a predominantly foreign student organization 

in the field of advanced science and technology, we will provide the 

following benefits to our clients 

(1) By deploying advanced science and technology talents with 

excellent programming skills in the no-code and low-code fields, we 

can provide our clients, from startups to enterprise-level companies, 

with high-quality, extremely high-speed development services that are 

the best in Japan. 

(2) High speed development leads to a reduction in the number of 

development man-hours, and thus a reduction in development costs 



for our clients. 

(3) In the no-code and low-code development environment, where 

English is the dominant language, there is no language barrier, so we 

can respond more quickly to our clients' needs, including access to the 

latest features. 

(4) Development areas that are not supported by no-code or low-code 

are quickly compensated for with advanced programming capabilities, 

and higher quality output is delivered at high speed. 

We have already enrolled students and international students 

majoring in quantum computing, data science, robotics, advanced 

materials development, etc. We have confirmed that these students 

can learn the no-code and low-code development environment on 

their own without any training. We are also committed to teaching the 

importance of teamwork and achieving goals in an international 

environment with diverse nationalities and ethnicities, while 

respecting the spirit of mutual aid. 



 

We will also actively support students and foreign students registered 

with A-CODERS to work for Japanese companies as global advanced 

DX human resources. 

 

The website of A-BANK Inc. is here: https://automatist-bank.ai 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at the above 

website or email us at shoji@automatist.ai 

 


